Dear Parents

LEGO Company is a company with very strong beliefs and values, built over generations. We cherish the idea of children having fun, learning and interacting through creative and stimulating play. We strive to bring this idea to life in everything we do – in every product and experience we offer to girls and boys of all ages.

Our fundamental beliefs:
Children are our role models. They are curious, creative and imaginative. They embrace discovery and wonder. And they are natural learners. These are precious qualities that should be nurtured and stimulated throughout life.

Lifelong creativity, imagination and learning are stimulated by playful activities that encourage hands-on and minds-on creation, fun, togetherness and the sharing of ideas.

People who are curious, creative and imaginative – who have a childlike urge to learn – are best equipped to thrive in a challenging world and be the builders of our common future.

Our mission:
To nurture the child in each of us. We’ll do this as the world leader in providing quality products and experiences that stimulate creativity, imagination, fun and learning.

just imagine...°°°

Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen
CEO, owner and third generation of the founder of LEGO Company
Discover, explore and experience the entire LEGO® world!

All LEGO® products are designed to nurture the child in each of us - imagination and creativity are stimulated and cultivated in infants, pre-schoolers, and teenagers alike. In fact www.LEGO.com has something for every member of the family: there are links for children, parents, experienced builders, and adult enthusiasts. Just click to link up to your kind of fun!

During their first 2 years children have to learn more than they do the rest of their lives.

Role play helps children learn how to express themselves.

Hands-on and minds-on creation, fun, togetherness and learning are all stimulated by quality playtime.

There are lots of ways to encourage young minds to explore the mysteries of the universe!

Just imagine an 8 year-old being able to create a real movie ...
Challenge your child's creative and interactive skills as early as possible.

Play is the best means of working towards an understanding of conceptual relationships.

The imagination is a wonderful, never-ending source of stories.

Toys that bring in a computerised element help nurture vital creative skills.
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**LEGO Company offers you much more besides:**
- LEGO Wear
- LEGO Cargo
- LEGO Time
Become a member of the LEGO® World Club!

Sign up at www.LEGO.com, become a member of our online community, and share your LEGO fun with other fans from all over the world. Be part of this interactive LEGO community and among the first to learn of new LEGO products. Order the LEGO World Club Magazine – it’s FREE and packed with building ideas, action stories, cool news, and lots of inspiration. And get special Club offers: toys, games and gear!

LEGO CLUB
LOGIN
PASSWORD

Not a Member yet? Click here
Special new LEGO® sets
- only available on the Net!
At www.LEGO.com you can order toys, games and gear. But there are also LEGO novelties ONLY available on the Net.

How about building oversized models with the new LEGO sculptures?

Over 80 cm tall!
"Just press the worm to start the music!"
Waking up to new possibilities every day

Your new baby experiences a remarkable world of sights, sounds and sensations. Cuddles, warm colours, stimulating sounds, and soothing music make up the perfect welcome home. For the first month or so, your baby won’t be able to do much more than passively take in the new surroundings. But curiosity and an innate desire to play quickly take the upper hand as the months go by and this brave new world just begs to be explored!

LEGO® PLAY MATERIALS GROW WITH YOUR BABY

Our designers create play materials with your baby’s growing and changing developmental needs in mind. The LEGO Baby items you purchase for your new baby become even more valuable with time – features become useful in the ensuing months as your baby becomes more capable and agile, more curious and imaginative, and more of an adventurous individual.

Simply press the worm to start the music. As they grow, babies have great fun rocking and rolling the apple across the floor and placing the funny green rattle on the worm’s head. Later, the funny way the apple moves and the music it plays will combine to encourage your child’s first movements.

2503 Musical Apple
From birth
First actions lead to happy reactions

From about 6 months your child’s desire and capacity for fun grows day-by-day. Babies quickly gain control over their hands and bodies and start to explore the world around them. So now’s the time to start introducing new play materials! Some should be pure fun; others should provide ways for babies to start exploring stacking games – though don’t be surprised if they spend most of the time putting the blocks in their mouths!

Watch them wobble as they scoot across the floor. Start by simply rolling the bug backwards and then releasing it towards your baby. Eventually, their fascination with action and reaction will have children setting it off without your help!

2524 My Racing Bugs
From 6 months

Firstly, the elements are fun to chew on, and then, as co-ordination improves, babies explore putting the pieces together, making the vehicle roll, and rocking the seesaw. Simple, first play activities that build confidence.

2589 Timmy on Tour
From 6 months

Promote early discoveries about how things work. The many elements satisfy your baby’s growing curiosity as co-ordination and basic motor skills are acquired.

2591 Happy Explorers
From 6 months

YOU CAN RELAX WITH LEGO® PRODUCTS
All our play materials are made of the finest, most durable materials and designed with your baby’s safety in mind. There are no small bits that can become detached. Smooth corners and textures make them excellent teething devices as well as toys. And they last for generations!
Confidence is build through small successes

As the months pass, your baby starts to grow. The baby becomes more attentive, and starts to make ‘sing-song’ sounds. Soon small towers are built and proudly presented to attentive parents – and then knocked down again, of course! Get ready for a whole new world of play!

IT’S GOOD TO TALK
Your descriptions of what your baby is seeing, feeling, hearing and smelling constitute the foundations for language skills that will develop and mature. LEGO® play materials give you plenty to talk about: characters, textures, colours, shapes, movements, and situations.

“Knew I could do it!”

It turns from a convenient place to store the LEGO elements and building plate that come with it into a handy support when your baby develops the urge to stand and walk. Stable design that won’t tip over.

2010 Toddler Truck
From 9 months

By playing together, Baby Mickey and Baby Minnie help develop motor skills and introduce baby to role-play. The building plate is fun to build up and knock down.

2594 Disney Baby Mickey and Disney Baby Minnie Playground
From 6 months

Baby Mickey takes a ride and helps baby learn to crawl. Combining Baby Mickey with the other bricks stimulates discovery and motor skills.

2593 Disney Baby Mickey
From 6 months

Plenty of bricks means many possible combinations and exciting challenges for baby. Building up and knocking down is always fun with Baby Mickey and Baby Minnie.

2592 Disney Baby Mickey & Disney Baby Minnie
From 6 months

© Disney
Free expression brings creativity

DUPLO Basic is an adaptation of the classic LEGO® building brick for smaller hands, bringing toddlers all the fun and learning that are part of creative play. This is true ‘hands-on, minds-on’ play in which young minds are free to express their own ideas, using colours and shapes in infinite combinations. To you, it looks like a brick. To an active and creative toddler, it’s a house, a mountain, a horse, a car – you name it!

The ideal foundation for every toddler’s wildest dreams.
2304 Building Plate From 1 1/2 year

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.
2242 Brick Time From 18 months

EASY PUT-TOGETHER, TAKE-APART FUN
Toddlers as young as 18 months find DUPLO Basic bricks an ideal way to practice their fine motor skills (picking up a brick, clicking it into place). As they grow and start to play with other children, DUPLO bricks prove to be an excellent vehicle for children to learn how to play together.
Fun for the whole family at LEGOLAND

LEGOLAND® is the place where families can share fun activities. There’s something for everyone, including DUPLO®Land, a special section devoted to fun, hands-on activities just for toddlers and their parents. There’s a DUPLO®Land for you and your toddler to enjoy at our family parks in California, Denmark, England and soon – Germany!

www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FAMILY!
www.LEGOLAND.com
Acting out life in a kid’s size world

Youngsters respond well to real-life situations that form the basis for story making and role-play – this is how they start to make sense of the real world. So we’ve taken all the benefits of the well-known DUPLO ‘put-together, take-apart elements’ and added some play-provoking themes. The result is a series of new worlds for your children to learn about and play in, full of familiar characters, elements, and new creative possibilities.

A full cast for big farm stories: the farmer and his family plus all the familiar farmyard animals. A big stage for action: the farmhouse, the garden, the big tree, and lots of fencing. Share time together naming the animals and then leave your child to hours of imaginative role-play and pretending!

2699 Farm Yard and Friends
From 2 years
LAUNCH PADS FOR CREATIVE PLAY
Themes such as 'the wildlife park' and 'on the farm' provide a context in which children can act out specific roles and situations. This valuable form of play enhances verbal and social skills - especially when you play along with your child, asking questions and introducing concepts such as co-operation, empathy, and looking after animals.

Picture book included!
A complete world of wildlife excitement. Pure fun for young children and a valuable way to help them come to grips with new aspects of the real world. Comes with an entertaining and educational picture-only playbook.
3095 Wildlife Park
From 3 years

Imagine the fun your toddler can have pretending to be an action hero!
3083 Flying Action
From 2 years

The perfect place for acting out home and family experiences.
2942 Playhouse
From 3 years
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Big stories for big imaginations

Toddlers grow up fast and it’s important to make sure their play materials keep up with them. Play situations with lots of story value are the basis of these DUPLO play themes, which are especially good for youngsters who are ready to play with other children.

IT'S ONLY A GAME
It’s tough for a toddler to ‘lose’ a game, but it’s an important and character-building experience nonetheless. Our ‘Race Action’ play theme presents a simple competition – you can use it to help your child understand that ‘You can’t win all the time’.
Play books included!

Children love picture books and they especially love it when their parents look at books with them. They are also a great catalyst for activating the younger members of the family! That’s why LEGO® Company has created picture-only playbooks to accompany both our ‘Race Action’ and ‘Growing Garden’ play themes.

The ‘Race Action’ playbook uses pictures to explain the concept of competition, shows how the catapult works, and provides ideas on how to make more interesting races. The pictures in ‘Growing Garden’ introduce the idea of seasons and how they affect both people and plants.

It’s fun to learn how gardens grow! This set introduces your child to a world where people work hard to grow vegetables, flowers and trees. But it’s not such hard work when the pet cat wants to play! Includes play mat, wheelbarrow, greenhouse, picture playbook and more.

3088 Growing Garden
From 2 years

A simple farming scene that’s full of interesting stories.
3092 Friendly Farm
From 2 years

Cool truck, cool adventure.
3089 Adventure Trip
From 3 years
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The endless possibilities of make believe

When your child starts pretending to be someone else — whether it's a police officer, a farmer or a princess — it is a first step towards seeing life from a perspective other than the child's own. This helps children explore and experiment with new aspects of their personalities and helps them learn how to accommodate the wishes of other people.

Big wheels, big load, big job. 2807 Big Wheel Digger From 2 years

In the spotlight, the circus star. 3087 Circus Princess From 2 years

A fascinating place for young minds to play. 3093 Fun Playground From 2 years

Everyone depends on having enough petrol! 3091 Big Gas Truck From 2 years

3 years, and already going digital?
Discover a new way of creative learning, tailored to your child's individual needs, through these two delightful CD-ROMs.

Early Learning CD From 3 years

A brave protector of the people. 2971 Action Police Bike From 2 years

A great get-together with friends 3090 Forest Picnic From 3 years

3 years, and already going digital?
Discover a new way of creative learning, tailored to your child's individual needs, through these two delightful CD-ROMs.
What's new in the Hundred Acre Wood?

Helping Pooh Bear and Tigger arrange a birthday party for Eeyore is always great fun. The building plate, the many bricks, and the cute mini-figures of the characters from the 100 Acre Wood combine to stimulate creativity, challenge the imagination, and improve storytelling skills.

2993 Surprise Birthday Party for Eeyore
From 2 years

2990 Tigger's Treehouse
From 2 years

A see-through canister with Tigger who, as ever, is full of mischief. The lid is his hilltop, from which he can keep his eye on things and plan new tricks on his friends.
2975 Bouncing with Tigger
From 2 years

A see-through canister with Piglet - Pooh Bear's best friend. The lid is Piglet's finest armchair and can be used in various play scenarios.
2976 Acorn Adventure with Piglet
From 2 years

A container with the ever-gloomy Eeyore. Eeyore can stand on the lid, which can be used as part of a play scenario.
2977 Eeyore and the Little Raincloud
From 2 years

See-through canister with Pooh Bear. The lid is also a part of the toy; it is Pooh's favourite chair!
2991 Pooh and the Honeybees
From 2 years

Introduce your child to the world of Winnie the Pooh with this special LEGO DUPLO story and activity book. Share moments together learning to tell the time and to name the seasons. Involve your child in games you create ("Who does the honey pot belong to?", "Where do the bees live?") and in the fun counting and colour game pages! The book also encourages quality play when your child is alone by opening up to reveal 4 rooms that provide the perfect catalyst for creating new stories. Imagine the fun your child will have using the characters and moving the story from room to room!
2979 Build and Play in the Pop-up 100 Acre Wood
From 2 years
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Managing more fun

Your toddler will love the idea of a train that goes around and around on its own. At first you will have to help put the tracks together, but before you know it children are building tracks all by themselves! They’ll love learning how to control the movement of the train along different tracks and acting out all the different roles of people who make the railways work.

"Bet I can build a cooler track than you!"

A CLASSIC LEGO® DUPLO FAVOURITE
For generations, parents have insisted on buying LEGO DUPLO trains for their children. That’s because our trains combine many learning opportunities: the construction of the tracks and the station elements, the cause and effect of different switches, and playing the roles of everyone involved in the railway. LEGO DUPLO trains are also built to last – even through hours of tough treatment!
Go over!
2738 Play Train Bridge
From 2 years

A great beginner's set: simple round track, push-button motorised train, characters and accessories.
2932 Train Starter Set with Motor
From 3 years

A complete train world for the most imaginative toddlers!
Set includes enough track for two circuits, easy-to-switch points, a motorised train with wagons, a crossing, and an overhead grain hopper. Years of fun for everyone.
2933 Train Deluxe Set with Motor
From 3 years

Bring the circus to town!
2931 Push Locomotive
From 2 years

Carry more!
2937 Supplementary Wagon
From 2 years

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
From 2 years
2735 Curved Rails
From 2 years
2737 Diamond Crossing and Rail Pack
From 2 years

Stop for a while!
2936 Station
From 2 years
2736 Points
From 2 years
DUPLO DOLLS
- for small hands

With DUPLO Dolls, LEGO® Company brings youngsters a doll with fantastic accessories designed specifically for 2-6 year-olds. Perfect for children as young as 2, each DUPLO Doll is the right size to be held and cuddled, and comes with clothes and other play elements that even small hands can handle easily. Young children enjoy playing with dolls because it’s fun to act out the love and care they get from their parents. Which DUPLO Doll will your child learn to love?

LEGO COMPANY KEEPS IT SIMPLE
In the past, parents have had to invest in far more sophisticated dolls, many of which also embody social messages (such as fashion) that many parents consider inappropriate for young children. You’ll find LEGO DUPLO Dolls have a charming innocence about them that will help keep children happily occupied with play themes appropriate to their age.
Marie likes to be outdoors and goes for walks whenever she can!
2952 Marie
From 2 years

2954
Garden Party
From 2 years

Lisa loves milk and cookies!
2951 Lisa
From 2 years

Anna loves her baby and sings to her at bedtime!
2953 Anna
From 2 years

Sarah loves to cook and her kitchen is a great place for your toddler to pretend she can too!
2955 Sarah
From 2 years

2961 Bedroom
From 2 years

www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FAMILY!
www.LEGO.com/play
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Create and play your own fairy tale!

Princess Elena loves to sing. And Princess Flora adores flowers. Their enchanted garden playground is also a scarf you can wear! Read all about them in the fairytale book included or make up your own stories. 5834 The Enchanted Garden From 4 years

Princess Rosita likes to talk to animals - especially the ones in her Dream Stable. 5833 Rosita's Wonderful Stable From 4 years

Where the beautiful princess and her daddy, the good King, live. 5808 The Fairytale Palace From 7 years

The princess has a stepmother who has her own apartments at the palace. Now, do you think she's a kind stepmother? 5826 The Queen's Chamber From 6 years

Get to know the princess! Character booklets in all sets.

At last! The day of the ball! The king's faithful coachman helps the princess out of the carriage. 5827 The Royal Coach From 6 years

I'm singing in the rain!
Oh, I just love your home-made cakes!

Magic Butterflies!
All the princesses come with a magic butterfly - nice to put in your hair!

Welcome to my party!

I think I'll take some of my roses to the party...

Come and play with me!!!

What a cute little puppy! And a butterfly as well.
5831 Adventurous Puppy
From 4 years

Princess Vanilla loves to invite you and the other princesses for tea - and has enough cups for everyone.
5832 Vanilla's Magic Tea Party
From 4 years

The Fairy Queen has two tiny fairy assistants.
5823 The Fairy Bedroom
From 5 years

The other little fairy is watering her flowers.
5824 Little fairy with cottage and garden
From 5 years

“Will I ever find my prince?” sighs the princess.
5805 Princess Rosaline's Turret Room
From 6 years

The enchanted woods are the home of the Queen of the Fairies.
5825 Fairy Queen's Magical Place
From 6 years

www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGO.com/belville
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Want to visit Emma and her family?

Hi, I'm Emma
This is my dog Sita
And my baby brother Thomas
Olivia
Christian

Thomas is so cute! He can wrap Mum round his little finger!!

This is our house
Build a home just the way you want and play happy families in your very own LEGO Scala house. You can cook, put baby Thomas to bed, or let him play in the sandpit in the garden.

3143 Ridin' Camp Out
From 5 years

3144 Wilderness Waterstop
From 5 years

3149 Happy Home
From 6 years

3148 Carla and the Bear Cubs
From 5 years

3151 Emma on the Move
From 5 years

3152 Playroom for Baby Thomas
From 5 years

3158 Christian in tough wear
From 5 years
Riding camp is just superb!

My other friend, Carla, wants to ski on the black pistes!

LEGO® Friends
Start a girl band, create your own songs and lyrics, dances and shows!

Or go on the Net and have even more fun with LEGO Scala!

www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN!

Only available in selected stores in the UK and via www.LEGO.com. Please call 08457 080070 for more details.
Tons of fun!

LEGO® MyBot reacts not only to how your child chooses to construct the model, but also how it is manoeuvred. The result: tons of fun playing with up to 25 different combinations, 40 display pictures, and 26 different sounds that magically change and react to how LEGO MyBot moves.

Your child uses a special screwdriver to build LEGO MyBot, choosing from 3 ‘identity’ Smart Bricks to make the model light up and make sounds like a plane, racing car or robot. The fun is doubled by adding one of the 3 ‘function’ Smart Bricks.

YOU START the action
LEGO MyBot programming and rebuilding

RedAlert sounds a siren when there's danger

LightFighter is a great help when you play in the dark

GasGuzzler fills your fuel tank

CarCraze is an engine for road vehicles

RoboRun is a motor for robots

JetOff will power your jet aircraft

Extra Smart Bricks make LEGO MyBot even cooler

Engine breakdown? Better use the new PitStop Smart Brick!
Ready for a water race? Clip on the new SeaPower Smart Brick!

2 extra Smart Bricks
21 new combinations!

NEW

With the cool new LEGO MyBot Expansion Kit, you control the technology
- not the other way around. The kit enables you to build loads of other great models and you also get 2 amazing new Smart Bricks with cool effects that you can use with your LEGO MyBot. And of course you can also use the LEGO MyBot Expansion Kit on its own!

2946 MyBot Expansion Kit
From 4 years
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www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FUN!
Let your child discover the basics of cars and elementary physics through simple fun and action with the incredible ACTION Wheelers! One second it's a rocket car, the next it's a spaceship or even a super bike - easy turns with our unique screwdriver allow children to create a new vehicle to suit every situation. And the kids can be as rough as they likes with ACTION Wheelers: they won't come apart - unless it's a case of returning to the design stage to carry out a new mega cool piece of engineering!

SUPER fast CONSTRUCTION
SUPER fast ACTION

Ready! Steady! GO!!! The red lightning is just totally awesome on the racetrack! You can activate 2 sound and light units to make your racer even more mega cool!

2912 Racing Car
From 4 years

Poster and stickers included
No action without this...

A rewarding "CLICK" is heard when the 2 bricks latch together!

Click Click

The Speedster is the fastest vehicle on any motorway!
Pull back the Speedster and watch it thunder away! Yrooooom!
You can also attach a whole range of cool stickers!
2947 Speedster Pull Back
From 4 years

Grab the screwdriver and put together your own amazing motorbike. And how about winning a few tough races on it?
2904 Motorbike
From 4 years

Design and construct 6 different diggers - just like the mechanical excavators you see on building sites in real life! You can hear them work and watch their lights flashing.
2913 Construction
From 4 years

NEW

Cool helicopter on a mission in the jungle - build it with your own screwdriver. There is a hook for you to hoist up cargo.
2909 Helicopter
From 4 years
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Building confidence has never been so much.

That's that flat fixed!

Yummy! Will Minnie be serving meatballs at her birthday party, too?

Happy birthday to youuu...
fun!

Experience the charming atmosphere at Mickey’s mansion. Give Minnie, Mickey and Pluto a hand with the garden, doze in the sun, or... the possibilities are endless!
- **4167 Mickey’s Mansion**
  - From 4 years

Good dog! Have a bone! Do take a snap of him, Mickey!!!

Minnie has some great ideas to make the garden beautiful.

During their stay, Mickey builds a bigger and better place.

Have you ever seen a real shark? Well, now’s your chance! Enjoy an exciting day’s fishing with Mickey and Minnie where anything might happen.
- **4178 Mickey’s Fishing Trip**
  - From 4 years

Spotted a fire? Help Mickey build his fire engine and you will be ready to rush to the rescue in seconds!
- **4164 Mickey’s Fire Engine**
  - From 4 years

Accomplishment during play encourages children to take on new challenges. And the new LEGO® play set featuring Mickey Mouse and his pals offers just that. It’s specifically created for building that’s fast, simple, and fun – 3 things that fit together perfectly to spell success!
Let your kids’ imagination run wild!
Endless fun with Tina & Max...

Inspirational material in all sets with short stories from everyday life or from where the wild things are – just build, play ... and learn.

BUILD & REBUILD
Make things happen in your LEGO® City!

You can build and play the most awesome games in LEGO City. What with firemen, police, racing drivers and road workers there, anything can happen once you put your imagination to work!

6320 T-junction
6321 Curves
6322 Straights
6323 Crossroads

6478 Fire Fighters’ HQ From 5 years
6425 Helicopter From 5 years
6427 Fire Fighters’ Lift Truck From 5 years
6477 Fire Fighters’ Lift Truck From 5 years
6600 Highway Construction From 5 years
6474 Wheeled Front Shovel From 5 years
6470 Mini Dump Truck From 5 years
6429 Fire Patrol From 5 years
6471 4WD Police Patrol From 5 years
6437 Coastguard 4WD From 5 years

www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN!

www.LEGO.com/city
LEGO TRAINS

Have you ever tried travelling on one of those super-fast passenger trains?
4561 Fast Passenger Train Set
From 7 years

Goods trains are really fun to run - especially when they're overloaded!
4565 Goods Train Set
From 8 years

JUMP ABOARD THE LEGO TRAIN!

Build yourself a central station with ticket office and everything!
4556 Train Station
From 7 years

LEGO LOCO
Construct a fun train set on your PC and send postcards to your friends.

www.LEGO.com/loco

www.LEGO.com/train
Join the tough race

The year is 2210 AD. We’re in the city of Knossox on the planet of Xalax, where everyone is wild about Racers—a zany motor race that’s run every day in a giant arena they call the Big Dome. Fearless drivers push their super-design cars to the limit and beyond!

You and your friends can enjoy the wildest races once you get your hands on these tough little racers. So far there are 8 different LEGO® Racers to choose between—each crazier than the one before.

The idea is to crash into each other and send opposing drivers flying—or to make the quickest getaway—or be the first across the finishing line—or the snappiest at stunts!
The short distance champ - shoots away at rocket speed. Awesome acceleration!
4567 Surfer
From 4 years

A zany racer with wheels that just never leave the ground - no matter what the speed or road surface!
4571 Spiky
From 4 years

A quick starter. Super at accelerating and street racing.
4566 Gear
From 4 years

A genuine stunt racer. Ramp expert. As good in the air as it is on the ground!
4568 Loopin
From 4 years

Mount the launcher and eject!!!

Ready to shoot your racer on its way at breathtaking, neck-breaking, hair-raising speed? If you hit something you’re doomed - sent flying as if from a catapult!

Beat your friends at LEGO Racers...

Or CRASH THEM!!!
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LEGO® Software has lots of exciting titles for PC CD-ROM and console platforms that set whole new standards for constructive and imaginative virtual playing. LEGO Software fires your imagination, challenges your creativity, expands your sense of discovery, and adds an even richer experience to LEGO play!

Exciting action in our Games category, limitless play from our Constructive category, even titles designed for pre-school learners in our Playful Learning category. The wide LEGO Software range offers fun and inspiration for everyone in the family!

And the titles shown here are just a taster – discover more software fun elsewhere in this catalogue.

LEGO® RACERS 2
All new racing adventure with 5 new worlds, Golden Bricks to collect, tracks to get the better of, secret bonus levels and characters to find and meet and beat. From 6 years.

NEW
(PC CD-ROM, PlayStation II and GameBoy Advance)

LEGO® BIONICLE
You are the powerful Toa or humble Tohunga, conquering the mystical distant land and its foes whilst collecting mythical masks to accumulate strength. From 8 years.

NEW
(PC CD-ROM + Nintendo Game Cube and one for Nintendo GameBoy)
LEGO ISLAND 2
THE BRICKSTER'S REVENGE

The Brickster is back and he's after revenge! Push your skateboarding skills to the limit to save LEGO Island in this action-packed sequel!
From 6 years.

NEW

Launches throughout 2001
Currently, you can visit LEGOLAND Fun Parks in Denmark, the UK, and the USA. And a new park will open in Germany in 2002. All of the parks have one thing in common: they are real family favourites!

Just imagine...

everything built out of perfectly ordinary LEGO® bricks.

Millions and millions of them in this wonderful land of make-believe!

---

**LEGOLAND**

Create and recreate

---

You find Legoland in

- Billund, DK
- Windsor, UK
- California, USA
- Germany
- Opening 2002

---

Get your LEGO driving licence

Go on safari

See amazing LEGO models on the move

Try the thrills!
LEGO SOFTWARE

Have fun!

Yipeeeeee!!!

Enjoy yourselves!

Build robots!

LEGOLAND Be the Boss
Design and manage your very own LEGOLAND Park - every day!

www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN!

www.LEGOLAND.com
Can you perform stunts from ramps? Spin in mid-air and land on all 4 wheels? Drive slalom-style through the flames? Are you a born footballer who always snatches the ball from the feet of your opponents and scores goal after goal? Or maybe you’re a champ dragster builder?

Build the most awesome models and test your skills as a racing driver on all kinds of tracks and circuits with the zaniest, craziest, nastiest obstacles!

Wow – it's certainly going to be wild this is really life on the edge!!

You have to be tough to cross all the obstacles. But don’t worry your cars have big wheels and special suspension, and the mechanics' truck will come at once if you get into a fix! 6617 Truck Rally From 7 years

A fierce little racer that spouts flames! 6519 Turbo Tiger From 6 years

Couldn't see me for dust, could you? A cool Buggy with ribbed tyres - a true ramp expert! 6602 Scorpion Buggy From 7 years

Yippee!!! A perfect launch!!!

Oh no! I've missed the ramp!
TRY THE GREATEST THRILL ON 4 WHEELS!

Hang onto your hats as the Speed Dragster blasts off from the starting grid!!
6714 Speed Dragster From 7 years

OUT OF THE WAY! MY DRAGSTER CAN BEAT ANYTHING!

Your Race Rocket Dragster is designed to break any speed record you like. But make sure you steer precisely from starting block to finishing line - the slightest error and you’ve had it!
6616 Rocket Dragster From 7 years

ALRIGHT — THAT BALL IS MINE!!!

GOT THE GUTS TO DRIVE EVEN WILDER?

PULL BACK THE CARS AND GET THEM UP TO TOP SPEED!

MOTOR

LEGO SOFTWARE

LEGO® Stunt Rally
Construct cool stunt courses and have fun testing your driving skills!

www.LEGO.com
www.LEGO.com/race
www.LEGO.com/createnrace

JOIN THE FUN!

GO

Ever played football with your racer? Challenge a friend to a contest. Which of you is best at snatching the ball and driving it into goal? The ref will keep the score!
6713 Grip 'n' Go Challenge From 7 years
"Got the guts to join our polar expedition?"

For longer expeditions you need a vehicle with a snow plough - and a buggy to collect ice meteors.
6573 Arctic Expedition
From 7 years

For quick action.
6577 Race
Snow Scooter
From 6 years

Rapid transport - but beware of violent arctic storms!
6579 Ice Surfer
From 6 years

Send out your scouts to look for ice meteors!
6586 Polar Scout
From 6 years

Get the experts out and get that winch rolling!
6520 Mobile Outpost
From 7 years

Your scientific centre where you can study all your strange polar findings and send out brave men on dangerous missions.
6575 Polar Base
From 8 years
Shhh - fly silently in your glider when you're tracking dinos.

5921 Research Glider
From 6 years

Your research station has all the equipment you need for your dino missions. And if Sam attacks your research station, don't worry - there are loads of cunning traps with which to catch him out!

5987 Dino Research Compound
From 8 years

5934 Track Master
From 6 years

Fly across Dinoland and film it with your camera. It's up to you to save the dinos!

5935 Island Hopper
From 7 years

5955 All Terrain Trapper
From 7 years

Hey! You're on the track of the dinos. You just need to move deeper into the forest:

GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RR
ATTENTION
UNIT COMMANDER!!

Fiendish Ogel is up to his evil tricks again: he's planted thought-control devices all around the globe. Your help is urgently needed. Assemble all 6 members of your elite team. There's no time to lose. Your mission is to save the world!

SAVE THE WORLD

Ogel scouts the globe - where will he strike next?
6771 Ogel Command Striker
From 6 years

HA HA

THE WORLD IS MINE

High-tech manufacturing site for Thought-Control Orbs. From his rocket ship, Ogel can scatter the Orbs and complete his mission of taking over the world. Will he succeed? It's all up to you!
6776 Ogel Control Centre
From 8 years
ALL UNITS – READY FOR ACTION!

React and respond decisively: Send team leader Agent Dash on covert missions against the fiendish Ogel. The helicopter is perfect for rescuing agents from hostile situations.

6773 Alpha Team Helicopter
From 7 years

HQ – WE ARE CAUGHT IN UNDERWATER COMPOUND. SEND FLEX AND COME TO THE RESCUE!!!
Agent Flex is the ropes expert - try out his catapult! Do you dare send Agent Cam to help?

6774 Alpha Team ATV
From 7 years

The turbo twin engines make this boat rock. Agent Radia, renowned in the secret world as a genius in laser technology, guides the Alpha Team to the target with her latest invention – the Laser Guidance System. Check it out!

6772 Alpha Team Cruiser
From 6 years

6775 Alpha Team Bomb Squad
From 7 years

JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGO.com/alphateam

Launch March 2001
Imagine you are in the Middle Ages, trained as a knight to draw your sword against any enemy! This applies especially to Cedric the Bull and his mean mob of henchmen who are armed to the teeth and always trying to get the better of good King Leo and steal his huge treasure or kidnap the Princess!

Fortunately, the King has built himself an almost impregnable castle with thick walls, lots of towers, and secret traps that can outsmart his enemies. But Cedric still plans day and night to take the castle. He has invented some incredible siege engines so King Leo shouldn’t feel too safe: when it comes to besieging castles, Cedric’s an expert!

He’s so strong he can chop wood with his bare hands!!!
MORE GAMES FOR YOU SET IN THE MIDDLE AGES!

With LEGO Creator Knights’ Kingdom you are in charge of building a fantastic virtual 3D medieval kingdom!

On the CD-ROM about the Knights’ Kingdom there are even more battles to fight, plenty of adventure to embark upon and perils to face – and lots of different castles and fortresses for you to build!

Or go to www.LEGO.com/castle and secretly explore the splendid knighly countryside! Listen to the swish of swords and the clatter of hooves – right in the thick of things!

Be bold, my King!

No villain shall enter the castle!!

Fire at will, men!

Cedric – you horrible vermin. I dare you to fight man-to-man!!!

I’ll blast them to smithereens!!!

GO www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN!

www.LEGO.com/castle
King Leo is very satisfied: His men are great fighters. 6095 Royal Joust From 7 years

An axe carrier that can cut through the castle gate! 6096 Bull's Attack From 7 years

The knights have to practise every day to beat Cedric's men

King Leo is very rich. 6026 King Leo From 6 years

But Cedric has invented some pretty cunning siege engines...

The wicked Cedric the Bull wants to lay his hands on the King's treasure. 6094 Guarded Treasury From 6 years

A catapult with loads of boulders to launch! 6032 Catapult Crusher From 6 years

King Leo's castle is well-protected. 6098 King's Castle From 8 years
Are you ready to play with Zinedine Zidane?

Use the width of the pitch. Let the ball do the work. Use your team-mates. And shoot so hard that the net positively billows. YIPPEE! Goal!!

3409 Championship Challenge From 7 years

The teams are going to the ground in their coaches! Make sure they get on the right ones! Hey! You're on the wrong coach.

3404-3407 Team Bus From 6 years

The TV cameras are rolling! The paramedics are on their way into the ground! Has he broken his leg? We had better take an X-ray.

3408 Super Sport Coverage From 7 years

Train your shooting skills! Make sure you net the ball every time!

3401 Shoot 'n Score From 6 years

3410 Accessory Football Set 6+

WORLD CHAMPION 1998 EUROPEAN CHAMPION 2000

Cover Zidane!

www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN! Practise with Zidane!
CREATE REAL MOVIES - USING YOUR COMPUTER!

Steven Spielberg is the world-famous film director who brought us ET, Jurassic Park, and the Indiana Jones movies. Now he's here to help you make your very own movie with the big new LEGO® & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set

This trail-blazing product comes complete with film studio, building materials for film locations, a fantastic PC movie camera, and editing software for your PC!

The set includes a book with tips on film-making, including how to make the coolest special effects for thrillers, action films, science fiction, adventures, or... well, it's up to you!

LEGENDS WILL BE DONATING ALL THE PROCEEDS TO THE STARS BRIGHT FOUNDATION AND THE SHOAH FOUNDATION.

LEGEND & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set
Make your own film. Build your own set for a real horror film with a ferocious dinosaur, or an earthquake scene where buildings start tumbling to the ground! Write your own script, cast actors for the parts, ready your crew and... action! Use the fantastic LEGO PC Film Camera included in the set to shoot a really great film. Afterwards the film is ready to be fed into our PC so you can edit the action - just like the pros. You can even add a soundtrack before inviting friends and family to the premiere! Just how good can it get?

1349 LEGO & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set
From 8 years
THAT'S IT GUYS: IT'S A WRAP. WELL DONE!

ALL NEW

PC Movie Camera included!

Scene 14 - take 3...

Action!

Build it! Build your own movie studio with LEGO bricks - and think up a story line!

Film it! Use the PC Movie Camera included in the box to capture the shots you want!

Edit it! Edit your movie on your PC as you please - and add sound effects, text, music, etc!

Show it! Invite your friends over - or send your movie to them by e-mail!

www.LEGO.com

JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGO.com/studios

Launch April 2001
ALL YOUR FAVOURITE LEGO BRICKS CAN GET INTO THE MOVIES!

If your friend has LEGO® Belville, how about joining forces to film a fairytale?

If you’ve got some LEGO Arctic, you could make an exciting polar mission movie.

ENDLESS MOViemaking OPPORTUNITIES WITH YOUR LEGO STUDIOS CAMERA!

Once you’ve got the LEGO & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set, you can make all kinds of different LEGO movies. If you’ve got a lot of LEGO Castle, how about filming a jousting tournament!

Or how about making an awesome Life on Mars movie? You can either use some of the new Martian robots or build some yourself.
SEND YOUR MOVIE TO YOUR PALS VIA THE INTERNET!

When you’ve finished your film you can give your family and friends a sneak preview via the Internet. Just attach it to an e-mail.

JUST LET YOUR IMAGINATION RUN WILD!

You can make films out of all the LEGO universes you’ve got. You set the scene, build the studios, decide on the plots, the action, and the thrills! And you can create any number of exciting backdrops if you want even more 3D effects!

You’re a world famous moviemaker!!

JOIN THE FUN!

Create real movies and win real prizes! As an owner of the LEGO & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set you will be specially invited to the annual LEGO STUDIO AWARDS. So you think your movie’s a winner? Enter it in to any category of the LEGO STUDIO AWARDS – just like in Hollywood – and you are in with a chance! The finalists will be scrutinised by a panel of celebrity judges headed by one of the world’s greatest moviemakers, Steven Spielberg. So send in your nomination, and who knows, one of your movies could become the LEGO Movie of the Year!

For more details, go to www.LEGO.com/studios

Launch April 2001
AND... ACTION!

CREATE ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL EFFECTS — JUST LIKE THEY DO ON TV!

ALL NEW

Blow up the bank! Cross your fingers and hope someone buys you the Explosion Studio for your birthday if you want to shoot some really wild footage!

1352 Explosion Studio
From 7 years

Wow! With this set you can send your cars flying over a ramp that is about to collapse.

1353 Car Stunt Studio
From 7 years
No movie without stunts, tricks and loads of thrilling effects!

How about a car chase?
If you want a thrilling car chase, you will need a studio with a moving background to make it look as though both the car and the police helicopter are moving fast! This set comes with 2 backdrops and an engine that makes them roll - you just press the button.

1351 Moving Backdrop Studio
From 8 years

Do you want to make a scary movie? If so, be sure to get a trap for your hero to fall into!

1355 Temple of Gloom
From 6 years

Do you need a stunt in which your leading actor flies through a blazing inferno?

1356 Stuntman Catapult
From 6 years

You want scenes with the terrifying jaws of a Tyrannosaurus Rex? You'll need a mega dino head to shoot close-ups!

1354 Dino Head Attack
From 7 years
Is there life on Mars? Is it home to intelligent beings? Could Earth-dwellers live on Mars?

What will landing on Mars be like? The journey is a couple of hundred million kilometres and it will take us 6 or 7 months!

But don’t worry – we’re already there!

Brrrrr ... did you know that the temperature here goes right down to -133 Celsius? And there are gusts of wind of up to 220 kph?

That 3 billion years ago there were rivers and lakes? OKAY – but did you also know that water has recently been found on Mars? And that water means life?!

Are you on the Mars Mission? If so, find your seat in Captain Doc’s Solar Explorer – he will get us there safe and sound! Captain Doc worked closely with the scientists to develop this fantastic spaceship that will transport us to Mars so we can really see if there is life on the Red Planet. The cargo bay is packed with the gadgets we’ll need for building a base and for exploring the planet.

7311 Solar Explorer From 7 years

All New

Oohh! This meteor is hot!

What if we meet a Martian?

A nippy little all-terrain vehicle with which you can carry out reconnaissance assignments with your Support Officer! 7310 Mono Jet From 7 years

Credit: NASA
INTRUDERS FROM A STRANGE PLANET! CHECK THEM OUT!

I've lost contact. Activate the satellite immediately!

Oh wow! Look at those tracks!

Wonder if they're spies wanting to steal our tube technology?

They sure look strange...

Let's scare them away!

I'm the emergency mechanic ready to put out fires, remove lava — you name it! When we're really in trouble I can turn into a flying robot. I can also grab hold of red-hot meteorites and cool them down — very handy when they have to be studied in a hurry!

This Martian robot is a low-flying spaceship, constantly using its scanner and seismometer to search the planet for biodium.

7311 Red Planet Cruiser From 7 years

This versatile robot protects and monitors Mars in many ways. You can transform it into a mega body, chopper, or low rider!

7313 Red Planet Protector From 7 years

Launch January 2001

Includes perfect starter pack for using the tube technology. Don't forget to fit the probe!

7312 T3-Trike From 7 years
Biodium is vital to Martians without it they can't survive.

So they're constantly on the look out for meteors from which they can extract biodium in their specially equipped laboratory.

Mayday-mayday
We need biodium

ALL NEW

Your super cool Aero Tube Hangar with sci-fi labs, many different docking stations, and a lot of intelligent robots. Are you ready to take part in the search for biodium, analyse the meteors, and set off on new missions on your sledge?

7317 Aero Tube Hangar
From 8 years

What a robot! Two vital functions: first it finds and excavates meteors and puts them in its docking station - then it takes them to the Aero Tube Hangar.

7316 Excavation Searcher
From 8 years

The 'click system' is just super cool! You'll never run short of combinations!

Wow!
YIPPEE!! WE'VE GOT ENOUGH BIODIUM TO LIVE FOR THE NEXT 10 BILLION YEARS!!!!

'CLICKING ON' TO PROVIDE NEW PROTECTION SIR!

ACTIVATE THE HYPERSONEGLADE - BRING ME BACK TO BASE!

PUMP YOUR MARTIANS AROUND TO THE DIFFERENT DOCKING STATIONS!

SLING ME TO STATION 4!

YIPPEE!

www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGO.com/mars/

Launch January 2001
The evil Emperor Palpatine, who rules the entire galaxy with the assistance of Darth Vader, is heading for the Death Star to monitor the construction of the new battle station. The Emperor flies in aboard a fantastic Imperial Shuttle, with a squadron of TIE fighters in its wake to provide protection in case of attack.

Maybe you remember when Han Solo stole an Imperial Shuttle in Return of the Jedi to enable him to fly through the imperial lines?

Now that was awesome!

It might look like a piece of junk, but the Millennium Falcon is one of the fastest ships in the galaxy! Its special hyperdrive makes the ship twice as fast as most Imperial ships. The Millennium Falcon's defenses include deflector shields and two revolving turrets with quad laser cannons. Inside the ship, there are many hidden compartments for storing secret cargo and passengers!
Includes Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia, C-3PO and R2-D2 mini-figures.
7190 Millennium Falcon™
From 8 years

Watch out! There's a TIE fighter right on your tail. The TIE pilot is one of the elite troopers of the Imperial Navy, and is a very strong opponent. Stormtrooper and gantry included.
7146 TIE Fighter™
From 7 years
Emperor Palpatine’s fantastic Imperial Shuttle is very impressive - the wings unfold when the shuttle is flying. 2 Imperial Royal Guards protect the Emperor - even when the shuttle is in the hangar!

7166 Imperial Shuttle™
From 8 years

Fantastic!
Chewbacca has captured an Imperial AT-ST walker - and now he'll be able to overtake the evil Imperials!
7127 Imperial AT-ST™
From 7 years

NEW

NEW

NEW

Darsh Vader and his stormtroopers have captured Princess Leia’s ship. Help R2D2 and C-3PO make it to the escape pod with the stolen Death Star plans!
7106 Droid Escape™
From 6 years

Launch January 2001
Do you think you’ll be able to keep up when Anakin Skywalker revs up his engines?

The great Boonta Eve Podrace is the most incredible challenge you can imagine. But it’s also the most dangerous! Only the toughest survive its 3 lightning-fast circuits across the bone-shattering terrain. But what about Anakin? Is he quick enough to go up against the pro pilots? Let’s hope no harm comes to his home-made Podracer – or his prospects could look very bleak indeed!

How about trying to build an extra Podracer from the many spare parts available in Watto’s junkyard? Then you can challenge Aldar Beedo and his Podracer!

7186 Watto’s™ Junkyard
From 7 years
All our friends are cheering for Anakin to win the Podrace. But Sebulba and Gasgano are using all their dirty tricks to beat him. If you put your imagination in gear and mix all the elements you can build one big Podracer, too.

7171 Mos Espa Podrace™
From 8 years

Set out with Anakin and R2-D2 in an attempt to destroy the Trade Federation's droid control ship.

7141 Naboo Fighter™
From 7 years

Trade Federation Droid fighters engage NAB starfighters in blazing dogfights.

7111 Droid Fighter™
From 7 years

Launch January 2001
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luke Skywalker speed across the desert planet of Tatooine to Obi-Wan’s Hut.  
7110 Landspeeder™
From 7 years

The Y-wing invades the Empire’s territory and Darth Vader mans his TIE fighter to stop the assault. You can change the fighters as the battle proceeds until you have a winner.
7150 TIE Fighter™ & Y-wing™
From 8 years

Look out, Luke and Han! Use your imagination and this speedy skiff to help the duo escape from the Sarlacc pit and Jabba the Hut. Includes Luke Skywalker and Han Solo mini-figures.
7104 Desert Skiff™
From 6 years

In snowspeeders, Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance can attack the Empire’s AT-AT walkers from all angles.
7130 Snowspeeder™
From 7 years

This amazing A-shaped fighter can outrun any Imperial ship. It first clashed with the Imperial Navy at the Battle of Endor in Return of the Jedi. Armed with twin blaster cannons and concussion missiles, this streamlined ship is well suited for swift hit-and-run missions. Includes 1 Rebel pilot.
7134 A-wing Fighter™
From 7 years

Boba Fett, the most mysterious bounty hunter in the galaxy, is on a mission to capture Han Solo. After he catches him, Han will be frozen in carbonite and transported to Jabba the Hut in Fett’s Slave I. Includes mini-figures of Boba Fett and Han Solo frozen in carbonite.
7144 Slave I™
From 7 years

This highly detailed, large-scale X-wing fighter is more than just a toy. THE most discerning collector can display it proudly! This is a beautifully designed, one-of-a-kind collector’s set. Comes complete with display stand and poster.
7191 Collector’s X-wing Fighter™
From 14 years

This highly detailed, large-scale TIE interceptor is more than just a toy. The most discerning collector will also display it proudly! This is a beautifully designed, one-of-a-kind collector’s set. Comes complete with display stand and poster.
7181 TIE Interceptor™
From 14 years
LEGO Star Wars. The evil battle droids are on the march! The Battle Droid Carrier is employed by the army of the wealthy Trade Federation, and carries battle droids on a detachable rack - ready for action on release!

7126 Battle Droid™ Carrier
From 7 years

7115 Gungan™ Patrol
From 7 years

Help the Gungans patrol the plains of Naboo with their kaadus. They are on the lookout for Trade Federation battle droids. Includes 2 Gungan minifigures and kaadu with battle gear.

The battle droids on their STAPs have trapped Qui-Gon Jinn and Jar Jar Binks in the swamp. Will they make it?

7121 Naboo™ Swamp
From 7 years

7161 Gungan™ Sub
From 7 years

This immense Trade Federation transport is filled with deadly battle droids. Open the hatch and pull out the droids. Snap them into position and let the battle begin!

7184 Trade Federation MTT™
From 8 years

Carries the sinister Sith Lord, Darth Maul. Open the rear hatch and out flies Darth Maul on his Sith speeder.

7151 Sith Infiltrator™
From 7 years

7155 Trade Federation AAT™
From 7 years

7159 Star Wars Podracing™ - bucket
Ages 5+

Visit the Official Star Wars Web Site
www.starwars.com
www.swkids.com

www.LEGO.com
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Unleash the power of the dark side!

Build and program your own Star Wars robots, from the destroyer droid, rolling forward to the attack, to the mighty AT-AT walker which crushes anything in its path! The set features three distinct levels of building difficulty: Sith™ Apprentice, Sith Lord™, and Sith Master™

9754 Dark Side™
Developer Kit
From 9 years

Create familiar Star Wars droids like R2-D2™ or the Battle Droid™, or use the Force to create hundreds of your own Star Wars inspired inventions. Featuring three levels of building difficulty for more challenges: Jedi™ Apprentice, Jedi Knight™, and Jedi Master™

9748 Droid™ Developer Kit
From 9 years

Micro Scout
The Micro Scout is a powerful LEGO microcomputer that acts as the brain of your LEGO MINDSTORMS Star Wars creations. Use the built-in motor, light sensor, and seven pre-set behaviours to program your robots into action.

MORE MINDSTORMS ON PAGE 86-89
When the stormtrooper or an element hits C-3PO in the stomach, his arms and head fall off - but since they are easy to put on again, C-3PO can soon resume his tasks.

8007 C-3PO™
From 9 years

Own your own destroyer droid. This machine moves into position in an armoured "wheel" configuration and unfolds to become a weapons platform. Even Jedi Knights fear the destroyer droids!

8002 Destroyer Droid™
From 11 years

The stormtrooper is ready for action! You can aim and shoot his blaster - and if C-3PO is the target, the droid's arms and head fall off. But since C-3PO is so easy to fix, you can quickly put him back together again.

8006 Stormtrooper™
From 9 years

Make quick repairs with a pit droid. When your podracer needs repairs, you'd better hope you've got a pit droid to help you out! They're quick and strong - and great at fast repairs. They curl up when they're not needed.

8000 Pit Droid™
From 8 years

They're not human - so they know no fear! When battle droids swarm, all life forms run for their lives! These foot soldiers of the Trade Federation Army fold up for transport...and unfold for battle!

8001 Battle Droid™
From 9 years
We are on the island of Mata Nui.

The evil Makuta rules and times are dark.

A legend says that 6 heroes will come to restore peace.

One day 6 canisters drift ashore containing 6 mighty figures.

The legendary Toa have arrived on Mata Nui.

But to defeat Makuta the Toa must find the Great Masks of Power.

The Toa set out in search of the masks.

Many dangers await them before they can fulfil their destiny and free the island.

The island of Mata Nui

On Mata Nui there are canyons, deserts, caves, lakes, mountains, a volcano – and dangerous beasts. The Toa operate in different parts of the island, where they can best utilise their unique skills.
The Six Mighty Toa

**Onua**
The Toa of Earth. Has night vision and powerful hands for digging.

**Gali**
The Toa of Water. Wise and agile and an expert in self-defence.

**Lewa**
The Toa of Air. Controls the sky, the clouds and the wind.

**Pohatu**
The Toa of Stone. Can cause landslides and cascades.

**Kopaka**
The Toa of Ice. Controls the ice and can start avalanches.

**Tahu**
The Toa of Fire. Master of the heat and able to surf on lava.

The six Turaga priests

The islanders are called the Tohunga. Their priests, the Turaga, are the keepers of the legend. They share their knowledge with the Toa so they can find the masks and free the island.

**Coming Soon**

---

**Onua 8532**

**Lewa 8535**

**Nokama 8543**

**Matau 8541**

**Nuju 8544**

**Vakama 8540**

**Whenua 8545**

---
Collect the powerful masks

To succeed, each of the Toa has to collect 6 Great Masks of Power. The Turaga have their own masks called the 6 Noble Masks of Power. These masks, named Kanohi, bestow the wearer with power and knowledge.

There are 72 masks in all: 12 masks in 6 colours. Collect them and place them on the totems and be ready to defeat the evil forces. The more you collect, the more powerful you’ll be. And look out for the rare ones.

There’s much more on its way to the Bionicle universe

The story continues: new Bionicle characters, watches, clothing, games and music will arrive shortly!

Bionicle software

Play the Tohunga and the Toa in the new Bionicle software titles on PC CD-ROM, GameCube and GameBoy Advance.
Silver Champion is no ordinary racer: it took the LEGO® design studio over a year of brainstorming and planning before it was ready to go ahead with the project. The result was a technological wonder that looks like a real Formula 1 car down to the tiniest detail. Check out the suspension, for example – it's amazing! The only difference is that you don't have to actually fill the tank!

This fantastic full-scale model of Silver Champion was built with 249,172 LEGO elements. It's 5.25 metres long, 2.3 metres wide, and weighs 525 kilograms. It took 2,174 hours to build!
Test your Formula 1 knowledge playing the Silver Champion game on www.LEGO.com/silverchampion

See the Silver Champion in action! Formula 1's most amazing and realistic thunderer whizzes across the asphalt leaving the rest of the field trailing. It's 65 cm long and built like the real ones. You can transform it into a cool Silver Truck, too... and there is more building instructions and other cool stuff for you on the Internet! 8458 Silver Champion.
From 11 years + Expert

The pit
Enter the pit only when absolutely necessary. Usually you go in to change the tyres, the oil, or to let the mechanics adjust the engine.

Pole position
Before each race all drivers test the racecourse. The fastest driver gets pole position, the second fastest starts as number 2, and so on.

Starting rules
There are two sorts of starts for a Formula 1 race – a rolling start and a standing start. A rolling start is when your vehicle is already in motion in the starting area. A standing start is when your vehicle is stationary on the starting grid prior to the start.
The starting signal has sounded! The Slammer Stunt Bike spurs away, but the fast Turbo Slammer soon catches up! Horsepower, speed, expansions and nerves of steel decide the outcome!

The Slammer Stunt Bike is perfect for off-road racing! Wherever no other vehicle has "set its wheels" the Stunt Bike is right at home! But hang on tight!

8240 Slammer Stunt Bike
From 7 years

If action is all you are interested in, the super cool Turbo Slammer is so fast that practically nobody else can keep up.

8242 Turbo Slammer
From 8 years

The Slammer Dragster is a lean, dream machine, designed for maximum speed. See how far you can get it across the ramp!

8238 Slammer Dragsters
From 8 years
Measure the speed of your wildest creations!

Ever wonder how fast your coolest creations can go? This speed computer will measure its top speed in mph or kph, distance, and time. Can be mounted onto any design that incorporates a cross axle through the wheels: 8240, 8242, 8237, 8238, 8279, and 8457. 5206 Speed Computer
From 7 years

Have you got the strength to shoot this wild Formula 1 racer across the ramp?
8237 Slammer Racer
From 8 years

The megacool Bike Burner can be driven by the Slammers that come with 8237, 8238, 8240 and 8242.
8236 Bike Burner
From 7 years

Launch January 2001
Enter a really competitive world! Challenge one of your pals to a wild contest to see who's the best fighter in the battle universe of the future - with thrills and action all the way!

Two opponents. Two amazingly vicious duelling bikes. One duel and only one winner! Hit your opponent on the target and send him flying out of his cockpit!
3 different duels. Awesome!

8305 Duel Bikes
From 8 years

You're driving a super-fast Turbo Racer with a mighty motor. Try to outmanoeuvre your opponents with your driving skills and shoot or grab to win the 3 different games!

8307 Turbo Racer
From 7 years

LET THE BATTLE BEGIN!
Send your opponent flying!
But you'll have to get a bull's eye every time - or you may be the next to go!

Build the coolest vehicles with the most awesome steering mechanisms. A perfect complement to the 8735 Motor Set!
5222 Chassis Pack
From 8 years

Design even more cool models with this fantastic styling set. The perfect collection of bits and pieces for anyone who’s outgrown the building instructions!
5220 Styling Pack
From 7 years

You need to be completely ready if you're to win in a Battle Car competition. If your mind wanders for a split second the consequences could be dangerous - you might be fired high into the air by the catapult seat!
Compete with one of your friends.
8241 Battle cars
From 7 years

Get your hands on a Motor Base Pack - a powerful battery-driven motor just waiting for your imaginative design talents. Need inspiration? Check out Styling Pack 5220!
5221 Motor Base Pack
From 7 years

Build your own specially customised pneumatic system and mount it on your favourite model!
5218 Pneumatic Pack
From 9 years

Make your models even tougher! And even wilder! The set contains 10 different tyre modules and drive belts.
5219 Wheel Pack
From 7 years

www.LEGO.com/createnrace
www.LEGO.com/duelbikes
www.LEGO.com/powerpacks
www.LEGO.com/turboracer

Launch January 2001
Meet one of the best Tractor Puller teams in the world:

Team Fox from Denmark!
The team enters one of the biggest and toughest competitions in the world – Euro Cup 2000!
And when we say tough, we mean tough! Watch the thrilling video, follow pre-season preparations, and see Team Fox in action!

The Power Puller comes with a VIDEO showing the real Power Pullers in action.

The NEW Power Puller includes a figure and an electric motor, so it can pull the sled - just like the real Team Fox Power Puller. Customise it by building different motor set-ups: 5 x V4, 3 x V6 and 2 x V8.

8457 Power Puller + MOTOR + VIDEO
From 9 years
What do you get if you combine a V6-engine, an advanced steering system, a robust chassis, a cockpit that opens pneumatically, and four 22" tyres? The ultimate Formula 1 car, of course! There are loads of design possibilities here.

8445 Formula 1
From 10 years

8279 4WD X-Track
From 9 years

This 4-wheel-drive buggy with integrated motor and battery box will go almost anywhere! Even 45-degree slopes are no obstacle! And the phenomenal module system enables you to transform the buggy into other wild off-roaders!
1. Build
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX™ with over 700 LEGO® elements, as well as motors, touch sensors and a light sensor. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic inventions.

2. Program
Use your PC, the Robotic Invention System 1.5 software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour.

3. Run
Activate your robot and watch it take on a life of its own.

Imagine a robot that can find its way around your room! Or how about a robot that acts as a burglar alarm? Anything’s possible – as long as you’ve got a Robotics Invention System, a PC, and a vivid imagination. If you have, you can invent and construct your own ingenious robots.

9747 Robotics Invention System 1.5.
From 12 years
BUILD ROBOTS that do what you want

More MINDSTORMS on page 72

GET EVEN MORE OUT OF YOUR ROBOTICS INVENTION SYSTEM WITH:

ULTIMATE ACCESSORY SET

Do you need an extra sensor, a light, or another widget in order to build the robot of your dreams? With the Ultimate Accessory Set you can make your fab inventions even better and even better designed. The box includes 2 sensors, a LEGO Lamp, extra building parts, a LEGO Remote Control, and ideas for new, even crazier inventions!

3801 Ultimate Accessory Set
From 9 years

EXPLORATION MARS

Robotics Invention Stretch Expansion Pack

Check out what is on and beneath the surface of the Red Planet! Using the Exploration Mars and the Robotics Invention System you can dispatch your robot on the most hair-raising Mars expeditions. The box contains 156 LEGO elements, and a CD-ROM to guide you across the dramatic Martian landscapes.

9736 Exploration Mars
From 12 years

Only available on the Internet.
Combined with your Robotics Inventions System this is a cool set with loads of possibilities. Use the CD-ROM, the additional motor, the awesome turntables, and 300 other LEGO elements to come up with new, more challenging robots. And don't forget to visit the special Master Builder's community at www.legomindstorms.com!

3800 ULTIMATE BUILDERS SET
From 12 years

www.LEGO.com
JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGOMINDSTORMS.com
Vision Command is an awesome video camera you can program from your PC! It reacts to movement, colour, and light, and can be used for everything from surveillance to a music synthesizer. The CD-ROM has loads of brilliant ideas for you! Vision Command offers a wealth of fun on its own, but combine it with the Robotics Invention System and you can create and program robots that see!

9731 Vision Command
From 12 years

PROGRAMMING:

1. Use the Vision Command visual programming system to program your PC to react to what your camera sees by playing a sound, recording a video, or taking pictures. You can even control your own robot!

2. Set your camera to detect changes in motion, colour, or light.

3. Press RUN and watch your camera take control!

IT'S AMAZING!

THIS LITTLE ROBOT IS WATCHING YOU

Install a Vision Command burglary alarm in your bedroom. No pesky little brother or sister will be making off with your LEGO collection any more!
DID YOU KNOW
YOU COULD PLAY WITH WHOLE SQUADRONS OF AMAZING ROBOTS IN THE MINDSTORMS WORKSHOP AT THE LEGOLAND IN DENMARK, ENGLAND, AND THE US?

CREATE ROBOTS THAT SEE!
If you’ve already got a Robotics Invention System, you can construct the most amazing robots — such as a robot that follows your mum or dad round the lounge while you follow the action on your PC monitor from your room — in real time!

LEGO® MINDSTORMS ON THE WEB
Visit www.legomindstorms.com for news, tips, tricks, and updated versions of your MINDSTORMS programs, and the coolest of games. Or sign up for the official LEGO competition!

JOIN THE FUN!
www.LEGO.com
www.LEGO.com/dacta/robolab

At the moment LEGO MINDSTORMS products are only available in Selected Stores
Clothes to meet every need!

The LEGO® Wear collections include clothes for every purpose, all created on the principle that they must be comfy, functional, and fun. Of course, LEGO Wear collections are also fashionable and trendy, and always feature lots of great new items!

Those neat touches

LEGO Wear is designed using original ideas and features a wealth of practical touches. LEGO Wear clothes are always made of high quality fabrics that have been tested for allergies, for example, all the buttons and zips are nickel-free.
FOR ACTIVE KIDS!

Reflector on front and back

Jeans with floral print

Functionality
For practical functionality check out the 2-in-1 jacket: the lining can be removed if the weather and your mood are right, giving you a jacket and a cardigan-style sweatshirt. Throw in the decorative details such as badges, flowers and pockets, and you've got a LEGO Wear range that kids think is cute, fun or cool to go round in!

Jacket with embroidered pocket

Shorts with cord in the waistline

Shirt with adjustable sleeves

At the moment LEGO WEAR is only available in selected stores
Give me 5
-or just 2, or 3, or ...
You're the only one who knows just what you need, right? Be a bag builder and mix and match your own stuff. Choose from among 5 different elements and combine them however you like!

NEW

Decorate your own bag!
Emma from LEGO® SCALA loves bright colours and tiny flowers. She wants bags that match her clothes, feel good – and last!

Is getting your arms through the shoulder straps a bother? Just click the straps off and put them on again afterwards!

Use the tiny flowers to decorate your own bags! Smile and show you're happy!
HAVE TO BE BORING?

Use the zip and pack in twice as much!

Turn the bag into a backpack – the handle turns into shoulder straps if you loosen the Velcro fasteners.

NEW

At the moment LEGO CARGO Bags are only available in selected stores

Rock Raiders go to school too!
School and sports bags need to be just like kids and LEGO Rock Raiders – cool and strong.

www.LEGO.com/wear

Tel. +44 (0)1749 677 044

Launch throughout 2001
just imagine...